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Lucrative Industry

Unlike drugs & arms traffickers,
human traffickers can continue to
exploit their victims after the initial
point of sale.
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Human Trafficking Statistics
➢ The International Labor Organization estimates that forced labor and human
trafficking is a $150 billion industry worldwide.
➢ There is no official rate for the total number of human trafficking victims
in the U.S. to date.
➢ 1 in 3 teens will be approached for recruitment by a pimp within 48 hours of
leaving home and becoming homeless.
➢ The average age of entry into the commercial sex industry in the U.S. is
12-14 years old.
➢ Polaris estimates that the total number of victims in the United States
reaches into the hundreds of thousands.
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• Human trafficking is one of the fastest growing
criminal industries in the world.

• Annually, the money illegally acquired through
human trafficking is estimated to be more than
$35 billion

That is more revenue than Nike, Starbuck’s and Google combined

Is it that big of a problem?

WHAT DO WE
MEAN BY
“WORKPLACES?”

Human Trafficking: “POTENTIAL WORKPLACES”
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Polarisproject.org ~ Polaris-operated hotline cases

Human Trafficking: “POTENTIAL WORKPLACES”
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Polarisproject.org ~ Polaris-operated hotline cases

Human Trafficking: “POTENTIAL WORKPLACES ”
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Polarisproject.org ~ Polaris-operated hotline cases

Why is this Important?

Traffickers thrive in crises, like COVID-19

Leon
County, FL:
leading by
example

Private sector – profit and non-profits hit hard
FL law mandates only “lodging establishment”
front desk staff and housekeeping
Most businesses not aware
Good public policy

Recognize Recognize signs of sex and labor trafficking

STACPRO.org
training
objectives

Know
about

Know about relevant laws

Learn

Learn best practices

Know

Know how to safely and effectively react and
respond to suspected ht situation

Sex Trafficking
Recruitment, harboring, transportation, provision, obtaining, patronizing or
soliciting of a person for the purpose of a commercial sex act, in which the
*commercial sex act is induced by force, fraud, or coercion or in which the
person induced to perform such act has not attained 18 years of age.

NOTE: Force, fraud, or
coercion does NOT
need to be present for
minor victims who are
under the age of 18.
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Forms of Sex Trafficking
Federal law provided the following definitions:
Trafficker/Pimp
Trafficking

There is a third party who is “brokering” the exchanges of the sexual act for a
tangible item, typically money. Pimps can be of any age, any gender, and any
background.

Gang Trafficking

The trafficking is a source of generating money for the gang, and the gang
member is involved in the trafficking of the victim.

Familial or Family
This type of sex trafficking occurs when a family member or guardian sells the
Controlled Trafficking minor for a sex act.

Survival Sex
Trafficking

A type of sex trafficking that does not involve a third party where commercial
sex acts are exchanged for basic needs including food, shelter, safety, or to 14
support drug addiction.

Labor Trafficking
The recruitment, harboring, transportation, provision, solicitation, enticement,
maintaining or obtaining of a child for labor or services for the purpose of
subjecting that person to child labor, involuntary servitude, peonage (where
someone is held against his/her will to pay off a debt), debt bondage, or slavery

NOTE: Coercion is not
required to be present in
labor trafficking cases
involving children and
youth under the age of
18.
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Labor Trafficking
Forms of Labor Trafficking

Common Venues/Industries

• Domestic Servitude

• Agriculture

• Forced Labor

• Hospitality and Restaurants

• Debt Bondage
• Indentured or Involuntary Servitude
• Child Labor
• Slavery

• Commercial Cleaning
• Salons

• Construction/Landscaping
• Domestic Work
• Door-to-door Sales

• Factories
• Peddling and Begging
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Signs of
Human
Trafficking at
Workplaces

Might see
common signs
across many
sectors/workplaces

Never see as a
”checklist” as each
situation is unique

No single profile of
victim or trafficker

Victims lack free
will or agency

No control over ID,
funds, credit cards

Traffickers control
all interactions

Traffickers isolate
them from friends,
family, ”helpers”

Victim behaviors can
include fearful,
defensive,
subordinate, hypervigilant, anxious,
disoriented, shame,
traumatized

Signs differ during
“grooming”
process

Seasonally or
situationally
inappropriate clothing

Uses language
common to sex
industry

Is involved with
commercial sex
industry

Overprotective of
phones and/or has
multiple devises

Branding or tattoos
known for trafficking

Mental health and/or
substance use
disorders

SIGNS OF SEX
TRAFFICKING

Disconnected/disassoci
ated with world around
them

Isolated from family,
friends and people that
could help them out of
their abusive situation

Not in control of
his/her own money

Unable to
communicate without
looking for someone
else to answer for
them

Staying in a hotel or
apartment for days
without leaving but
seeing other entering
and exiting the
room/property

Always paying for
items with cash
prepaid cards/gift
cards

Lives at workplace

Bad/unsafe working
conditions

Long hours, no breaks
and/or no time off

Works even if injured
or unfit to perform job
duties

Signs of injury, abuse,
neglect and/or
harassment

Wage theft, denied
overtime and benefits

Asks for or cannot get
food/steals food

Signs of malnutrition

Traveling sales crews
with potential minors

Employer providing
drugs and/or alcohol to
their workers

Business operation
quickly leaves a
location leaving behind
workers or workers
belongings

SIGNS OF
LABOR
TRAFFICKING

Human
Trafficking
Scenarios:

Jane is a 25-year-old female who is new to the area. Jane has
recently left an abusive relationship and does not have family
support. Jane has applied for employment at many local
businesses but has yet been hired. She has very little money and
needs food and a place to live. Jane was approached by an older
man that said he could help her. After a few days of living in his
home he told her he knew a way for her to make some fast cash.
The man introduced her to his friend, and he took pictures of her
in lingerie and began advertising her on the internet for sex. Jane
has been seen with an older male that has been known to abuse
women. She was last seen by a clerk at the local Busy C gas station
bathroom. While in the bathroom she changed clothes and put on
a wig and make up. While she was inside the store the clerk
observed the older male pumping gas and counting a large
amount of cash and constantly checking his cell phone. Jane
returned to the older man, and it appeared she asked him for some
money. She returned to the store and purchased some condoms
and chips. The clerk observed several tattoos on Jane such as
diamonds and stars. Jane provided a note to the clerk that said,
“My name is Jane and I need help!” The clerk contacted 911 and
provided the license plate number of the vehicle and the
description of Jane and the older man.
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What happened next:
Outcome: Local law enforcement immediately responded to the
Busy C gas station. They took custody of the note and the clerk
provided law enforcement a copy of the video surveillance. FHP
performed a traffic stop of the vehicle. The older man later
identified as Fred B was arrested on an outstanding warrant.
Jane was questioned by a trauma informed and victim centered
trained detective. Jane provided history that Fred was
trafficking her and 3 other local women. Due to the quick action
of the gas station clerk and the testimony of the victims Fred B
was arrested on Human Trafficking charges and later sentenced
to life in prison.
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Human
Trafficking
Scenarios

Jose is 15 and resides in a home with 4 adults and at least 3 other minors.
Jose is from Mexico and traveled to the United States without his parents.
He was picked up by the US border patrol and placed with an uncle, David
Brown in Jacksonville. There are concerns that his caregiver is not his uncle.
Jose and the other minors are put in a van every day after school and on
weekend and taken to different neighborhoods to sell magazines. They do
not know anyone in the neighborhoods. While they are working, they must
buy their own food and water. Jose appears depressed and is always falling
asleep in class. Jose has been seen at the local corner store being picked up
and getting into car with different men. Sometimes he returns within 30
minutes and other times he is gone for longer periods of time. He also been
caught stealing food from the local stores in the community. It is also
believed that he is “bathing” in the store’s restrooms. He has recently
complained of stomach and lower back pain but refuses to provide and
explanation to the school nurse. The uncle has been called to the school to
pick up Jose when he has not felt well. The uncle appeared angry that Jose
was drawing attention to himself and what not concerned about Jose’s well
being or possible illness.
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What happened
next:

Outcome: After investigating it was determined that David Brown is
not the child’s uncle. David and his friends frequently visit Mexico.
They would go to Mexico and convinced parents to allow their
children to come to the US to make money working to send back to
their families in Mexico. The children were told to tell the US
authorities that they had family in Florida so when they were picked
up by authorities they would be placed with family. David and his
friend were labor trafficking the children by forcing them to sell
magazines, so they could send money home to their families. They
would also sell the children for sex to supplement the income when
they do not make enough money selling the magazines. Jose and
other children were seen by local store employees within the
community, and they reported their concerns to the Florida Abuse
Hotline where a social service and law enforcement investigation was
completed.
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What does Human Trafficking Look Like?

Know

Know the signs of human trafficking

Know

Know law enforcement contacts

Show

Require employees to report suspicions of human
trafficking

Develop

Responding:
Some tips for
Management

Designate

Develop protocols for responding

Designate a point of contact for reporting human
trafficking

Display

Display contact information and protocols

Print out and
distribute

Print out and distribute human trafficking
materials

Look

Look at recruitment and hiring practices,
including third party labor contractors

Include

Include an anti-human trafficking clause in contracts
that all vendors certify that they are not using forced
labor

Make

Make sure that third parties you contract with (EAP,
legal, security) are informed about human trafficking

Know
Call

Responding:
Some tips
for
Employees

Assess
Do not
confront
Take down
Report

Know the signs of human trafficking

Call 911 if imminent danger

Assess the situation – what signs are present?
Do not confront a suspected trafficker or advise the victim you
are suspicious or directly offer to help

Take down notes like names, rooms, descriptions, etc.

Report other crimes such as child abuse, battery, use of a stolen
credit card, to law enforcement too

Alert

Alert management or supervisor on duty, even if unsure

Assist

Assist management to determine if law enforcement, local
service providers or others should be contacted

Needs greater regulation
Recruitment tactics

Labor
Subcontractor
Issues

Principal corporation can be unaware or
”willfully blind”
Hard to track
“Whack a mole” problem

From The Human Trafficking Legal Center:
“Forced labor is a feature, not a bug, in global supply
chains.”
“Experts estimate that $144 billion with of goods made
using forced labor enter the US market each year.”

Workspaces +
Supply Chain

“In FY 2021, US Customs and Border Protection detained
1,469 shipments of goods suspected of being made using
forced labor.” (worth $500 million).
https://htlegalcenter.org/our-work/trade-and-forced-labor/
Human Trafficking and Exploitation Law Project (HELP),
FSU College of Law

Many
businesses and
workplaces
have joined
the antihuman
trafficking
movement

•

•
•

American Hotels and Lodging Association AHLA ”No
Room for Trafficking”
https://www.ahla.com/issues/human-trafficking and
FRLA
Global Business Coalition Against Human Trafficking
https://www.gbcat.org/
Convenience Stores Against Trafficking (NACS)
https://www.convenience.org/Topics/HumanTrafficking/Recognize-and-Support-Victims-of-HumanTrafficking and Human Trafficking Awareness Guide for
Convenience Retail Employees (Blue Campaign)

•

Human
Trafficking
Resources

•

•

On-Ramps, Intersections, and Exit Routes: A Roadmap
for Systems and Industries to Prevent and Disrupt
Human Trafficking https://polarisproject.org/on-rampsintersections-and-exit-routes/
Healthcare: HEAL Trafficking https://healtrafficking.org/
and SOAR to Health and Wellness
https://nhttac.acf.hhs.gov/soar

The Link Between Organized Retail Crime and Human
Trafficking https://losspreventionmedia.com/the-linkbetween-organized-retail-crime-and-human-trafficking/

•

•

Who to call if you
suspect an adult is
being exploited or
Trafficked

•
•

Florida Department of Children and
Families 1-800-96-ABUSE for minors

National Human Trafficking Tip Line: 1888-373-7888
Local Law Enforcement 911 if immediate
danger or non-emergency number
Twentyfour-Seven QR code:

T

THANK YOU FOR YOUR TIME AND PARTCIPATION!

Marina Anderson-

Marina.Anderson@myflfamilies.com
904.955.7674
Robin Hassler Thompson–
robin@surviveandthriveadvocacy.org
1.850.597.2080

